Chapter V

Conclusion and Suggestion

This chapter discusses about conclusions and suggestions. Conclusion is drawing after getting research finding and analyzing of the data. Then, suggestion is drawn to analyze similar topic of research.

Conclusions

After conducting research and discussion, the research questions about an analysis racial segregation in *Freedom Writers* movie as the object of research can be know about racial segregation.

This study applies Geneva’s theory about racial segregation based on territory, position and power. In classification of the data, study found 9 data when study watches the movie and investigate the utterance. It consist of 3 data that apply territory, 3 data that apply position and 3 data that power. Racial segregation that happen among character in the movie can be dividing into 5 parts, they are: Eva, Marcus, Erin with Jamal, Sindy with Erin, and the last Erin with Eva.

In addition, racial in *Freedom Writers* movie that happened between black, white, Latin, and Cambodian because they have problem in different opinion, no respect each other. Black, white, Latin, Cambodian fight one another, vengeance to race other, and another arrogates territory, position and power.
**Suggestion**

To increase our literature comprehension, this research should be a reference to the teaching learning process especially to literature. This research can give advantages to make the readers understanding both of classification racial segregation of Geneva’s theory, to give information to the students of English Department about racial segregation analyze by using Geneva’s theory and giving a reference to teaching and learning process that related with this study, giving a profitable description to any further study who wants to study the same case, so this study will be a helpful information and useful reference for the next study.